Dispatches…
“A Real Fop”
Flintloque and Slaughterloo

Othari Aristo
Welcome to Alternative Armies free file for 57039 Othari Aristo a miniature for
use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo. If you are interested in this miniature for
your collection go to our website at www.alternative-armies.com and use the
search box with the code given. In this free resource you will game statistics for
Flintloque and also for Slaughterloo. Also a short section on where in your Rules for Flintloque: If you decide to put this miniature into your
games of Flintloque then you can choose one of two routes. Firstly the
forces this code could be placed plus a scenario seed.

YANI OTHARAN
A NEW GENTLEORC
The ailing Otharmann Empyre is an exotic and semi magicke place
which is filled with contrasts. From the rich bazaars and gardens of
Istanbaal to the dirt and bloody soaked sands of Aegypt the Sultan rules
over many millions. While Urop is far off there are those among the
Othari who wish to become more like them. From the Janissaries who
have become the ‘new model army’ to merchants who sell the fashions
of Londinium and Lyonesse.

Othari Aristo is a Regular / Civilian / Othari carrying a concealed
standard pistol who is added to any mortal section as a scenario goal or
person to protect.
The second route is character based for the Othari Aristo in your games.
This character is a Regular / Civilian / Othari armed with a standard
pistol and an amount of expected deference. He must command his
section but nominates another to act as commander who must remain
within 5cm of him at all times. The characters in his section defer to his
weath and status and will do as they are told. Every member of the
section gains the Aimed Fire bonus to their first shot and +2 in their first
melee combat. If he dies then every section member must pass a Shaken
test or flee the gaming table. This character has a cost of 86 Points.

A son of a wealthy Istanbaal cloth seller Yani Otharan begged his father
for enough gold to travel to Urop and to see for himself the places of
sook, smoke and mighty ships. With an agreement and an promise to Rules for Slaughterloo: If you choose to make use of this miniature
return to his family in two years time Yani set out from the Blaake Sea in your games of Slaughterloo you can do so in this manner with these
for Ostaria to begin his tour.
optional rules. The Othari Aristo is an additional figure which can be
With little experience of the world outside of his home city and equipped added to the total for any Unit which is on foot and is mortal including
with a lot of coin and an idea of how a ‘gentleorc’ behaves it was not Othari but not Ferach Armee. You may have a maximum of Two (2)
long until Yani became a real fop. After coming near being robbed he Aristo’s in a Division. You may attach both of them to the same unit if
hired an entourage of Dogmen as guides and protectors. Yani Otharan you wish. Keep the miniature in base to base contact with the rear rank
is now on his way to Venna the capital of Ostaria and hopes, despite his of the unit. It is only removed from play if the unit break and routs. It
guides pleas not to, to meet the Emperor Klaffenhund. The Othari is never affected by enemy direct action such as close combat or ranged
Aristo has attracted a lot of attention with his generous tipping of anyone fire.
who crosses his path. There may be a full scale riot!
A unit with an Aristo shows deference in expectation of coin and as a
result they can add +2 to their Fire Mod for one ranged attack, or +2 to
Melee Mod once during play. Once this is done the Aristo is removed
from the unit, it is assumed back to a life of luxury having given out coin.
Each Aristo has a cost of 20 Points.

Adding to your Valon collection: This code is well suited to players
who want civilians in their games and who already have or want to
collect some Othari. While not a military person the Aristo could be
added to the Al-Hazrad militia as a prisoner or alongside the Household
Warriors as a patron. He could be an emissary of the Sultan there to
observe and make commanders very nervous for their necks.
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Flintloque Scenario Seed: Looking to the picture in this article which
was taken during playtesting of the Flintloque rules for it you can see the
Othari Aristo with his Dogman guard / guide. Combine this with some
bandits and you have a potential robbery. Or an Elvish patrol comes
across the travelling group and action ensues. The Dogman shown is
from 54050 Valon Civilians an excellent pack of mixed fantasy race
characters.

